The potential long-term environmental impact of manufactured nanoparticles (NPs) remains poorly understood, in part due to the complexity of NPs themselves and the range of physico-chemical parameters that may influence their biological impacts (such as size, shape and chemistry), as well as their dynamic interactions with their environment, leading to acquisition of an eco-corona and a range of other possible transformations. A key hypothesis in nanosafety assessment is that the NP core chemistry is a primary factor controlling toxicity. This work aims to compare the uptake and impacts of 5 nm zinc oxide (ZnO) NPs which are highly soluble and cerium dioxide (CeO 2 ) NPs which are considered to be poorly soluble, where both particles were produced using an identical protocol and capped with polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), on Daphnia magna (D. magna). These well-characterised NPs were developed as part of a systematic library, and were intended to allow controlled variation of one property at a time, e.g. the core composition as evaluated here. Half-maximal effective concentrations (EC 50 ) were determined in pure medium and medium conditioned with biomolecules secreted by D. magna, as the presence of biomolecules in the environment has the ability to alter NP stability and biological effects. NPs were characterised by size and zeta potential measurements under both conditions. NP uptake concentrations and removal over 24 hours post exposure (without feeding) were determined by inductively coupled plasma -optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) of the exposure and receiving media, respectively. Results showed that PVP capped ZnO NPs were more toxic than PVP capped CeO 2 NPs. The NP impact and behaviour was due to physical effects with CeO 2 NPs which showed signs of agglomeration while a chemical effect was apparent in the case of ZnO NPs which underwent partial dissolution in the gut following uptake.
Introduction
NP toxicity testing is becoming increasingly important due to the widespread use of NPs of diverse chemical compositions in a variety of industrial applications.
1-3 Increasing production and usage volumes leads to an increased likelihood of NPs being deposited into the environment, either during production, product use or upon disposal. Once in the environment, NPs may undergo transformations such as dissolution (and potentially re-precipitation as different species and/or with different morphologies) altering them from their pristine state. 4 Additionally, the presence of natural biomolecules in a dynamic environment may cause significant changes to NP properties and behaviour, and must be evaluated as part of their toxicity assessment. Biomolecules present in their surroundings coat NP surfaces as a means of reducing their surface energy, thereby creating a biological or ecological 'corona' which ultimately changes the identity of the NP as organisms no longer see the bare NP but rather the coronacoated particle. [5] [6] [7] [8] The acquired corona can cause changes to the morphology and stability of the NPs which may make the NP more likely to bind to biological receptors or more available as a food source. 8 Typical chemical toxicity testing involves obtaining doseresponse relationships between cells or organisms subjected to known doses of chemicals over a period of time. These results then allow for the determination of appropriate dosages for drugs and acceptable limits for exposure to pollutants. 9 Similar studies are carried out for NPs and nano-specific protocols already exist for many end-points. However, it should be noted that nanotoxicology is complex, and effects are not necessarily linearly related to dose, 10 and can depend on numerous factors and properties including size, composition, surface charge, concentration, coating and the fact that NPs have a tendency to agglomerate at higher concentrations which alters the bioavailable dose. For this reason the development of NP libraries is critical, in order to be able to systematically vary NP properties and hence test and isolate the toxicological effects of a single variable.
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Over and above NP properties, there are several environmental factors that need to be considered also. 12 For instance, NP surfaces have a high adsorption capacity leading to binding of natural organic matter (NOM) or organismsecreted biomolecules, which changes the NP surface properties and interactions. 8 Cho et al. 13 showed that sedimentation of NPs can influence how many NPs are taken up by cells in an in vitro assay, and agglomeration and sedimentation can have striking differences when considering NP uptake by whole organisms. Due to these potential transformations, characterisation of the NPs in the test media is important for a better understanding of toxicity pathways. [14] [15] [16] [17] This study looks at the toxicity of two NPs prepared using an identical synthesis method, and capped with identical amounts of the same capping agent, namely 5 nm PVPcapped ZnO and CeO 2 NPs from a NP library that was designed to test the hypothesis that core chemistry is the driving factor for toxicity. These NPs were chosen due to their extensive uses in industry. For example, ZnO is used in numerous sectors including rubber, ceramics, chemicals, paints, agriculture, electronics and pharmaceuticals among others. It is used for preparing solar cells, gas sensors, chemical absorbent varistors, electrical and optical devices, electrostatic dissipative coatings, as a catalyst for liquid phase hydrogenation, and a catalyst for photo-catalytic degradation instead of titania NPs. 18 It is also an approved sunscreen ingredient in many countries around the world due to its UV-absorbing properties. 19 Ceria was first commercially used in 1999 as a catalyst in diesel particulate filters 20 and nowadays its uses are numerous. These include optical, micro-electronic, solid oxide fuel cells, solar cells, catalysis, bio-medical applications, oxidation resistance, UV absorbents and filters, antireflective coatings, abrasives for chemical mechanical planarization and metallurgical and glass/ceramic applications. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] Due to their widespread use, the likelihood of these NPs being deposited into environmental waters is increasing and their interaction with organisms such as the fresh water zooplankton D. magna, a filter feeding primary consumer, is inevitable. The organisation of economic development and cooperation (OECD) have standardised tests which aim to assess chemical (including NPs) toxicity towards D. magna. 31, 32 These standardised protocols do not take into account the complexity of natural waters, which contain NOM arising from decaying plants and organisms, which has a high affinity to bind to NP surfaces. D. magna themselves release biomolecules into their surrounding medium including chitin, derived from their exoskeleton every time moulting, occurs as well as an abundance of proteins present in the moulting fluid. 33 It has been shown that D. magna steadily secrete proteins into their surrounding medium for up to six hours reaching ∼435 μg mL −1 (based on 10 neonates, 1-3 days old, in 5 mL of a hard water, see Fig. 1 for schematic illustration reted proteins caused agglomeration of polystyrene NPs, which lead to increased retention, and thus our working hypothesis is that bigger particles (closer to the algae size) are more recognisable and potentially more attractive as a food source, though NP dissolution also needs to be taken into account for many NP types. The addition of natural biomolecules during NP toxicity studies should be considered in NP exposure protocols and are taken into consideration in this study. Furthermore, whole organisms such as D. magna are themselves dynamic systems and therefore potential changes to the NPs may occur once consumed in, for example, the gut, which can be considered as a sub-environment where NPs may be altered. The aim of this work is to assess the impact of identically sized (DLS size = c. 5 nm) well-characterised metal (cerium and zinc) oxide NPs having the same capping (PVP) and prepared via the same synthesis route, on juvenile D. magna survival. The approach taken was to correlate the survival with the amount of NPs internalised and retained, and to investigate the role of the secreted biomolecule corona, taking into account both the medium conditioning time (i.e. the length of time over which D. magna juveniles released biomolecules into the medium prior to dispersion of the NPs) as well as the length of time allowed for the biomolecules to interact with the NPs and form a corona prior to exposure to the D. magna juveniles.
Materials and methods

D. magna culturing
Genetically identical D. magna (Bham 2 strain) were cultured in high-hardness (HH) Combo media (pH 7.6-7.8) adapted from Baer et al. 34 A complete list of the salt ingredients can be found in Table S .1 in the (ESI †). The medium was then aerated and pH adjusted, following which 4 mL of animate (Table S. 2 †) and 2 mL vitamins (Table S. 3 †) were added. 15 adults were contained in each culturing vessel containing 900 mL of media. The vessels were kept at 20°C in a culturing chamber with maintained humidity. D. magna cultures were fed Chlorella vulgaris (C. vulgaris) algae daily (1 mL days 1-2, 1.5 mL day 3 onwards; note: 1 mL algae = 0.5 mg carbon at optical density (OD) = 0.8). The media was refreshed weekly in order to maintain healthy broods. Juveniles of age 1-7 days were collected before use. During the NP exposure experiments (section 2.4), a higher number of D. magna per volume was utilised (20 D. magna per 2 mL) and several control steps were implemented to ensure that this did not introduce stress to the daphnids. There was a complete absence of any of the typical indicators of short term stress, with no observation of altered haemoglobin levels or erratic swimming behaviour, indicating no effect of the smaller exposure volume on juvenile daphnids' well-being. Additionally, the control D. magna were put back into regular culture conditions after the 24 hour experiment and grown to full adults which then went on to produce healthy (all female) neonates of their own. Control D. magna grew to a healthy size and maintained a regular life span indicating that the short time being put into a small volume did not induce any long term effects.
Given the difference in the size between daphnids of 1 day old compared to 7 days old, an even distribution of age ranges were incorporated into each sample. This ensured no size and thus no age effect with regards to uptake and depuration. Considering this work also deals with the release of proteins by D. magna, the proteins released by day 1 as well as day 7 were identified by mass spectrometry and can be found in ESI † Table S.4.
Media conditioning and NP incubation
Media was conditioned by D. magna by placing 10 juveniles (1-7 days old) in 2 mL of HH Combo media for a specified 'conditioning (C) time' (0, 12 or 24 h). Conditioning time was started when the daphnids were put into the HH Combo medium and allowed to secrete proteins. Daphnids were not fed in order to ensure the proteins accumulated in the medium were only proteins released by the daphnids. Following the conditioning step, the organisms were removed from the medium by carefully pipetting them out of the medium leaving only the conditioned medium. NPs were then incubated at the EC 50 concentrations (refer to section 2.4 indicating how this was calculated) using the conditioned medium as a dispersion liquid and incubated for either 0, 12 or 24 hours allowing proteins to interact with the NPs. For 0 hour conditioning, incubation (I) was done with fresh HH Combo medium (no proteins).
NP synthesis and characterisation
Cerium nitrate hexahydrate, zinc nitrate hexahydrate, acetone, and 10k PVP were all used as received from suppliers. 10k PVP capped CeO 2 and ZnO were synthesised according to Briffa et al. 11 Details of the characterisation of the pristine NPs (dynamic light scattering (DLS), zeta potential, ultraviolet visible light spectroscopy (UV-VIS), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Fourier transform infra-red (FT-IR) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)) are reported in the same paper. 11 Characterisation at time 0 and 24 hours has also been conducted in HH Combo medium (Table S.5 for  CeO 2 and Table S .6 † for ZnO NPs). The fresh NP pellet resulting from the synthesis, following an acetone wash to remove excess PVP, having a concentration of 2.030 ± 0.480 mg L −1 for CeO 2 and 0.960 ± 0.137 mg L −1 for ZnO as determined by ICP-OES, was retained. Any remaining acetone was allowed to evaporate and the pellet was then dispersed in medium (25 mL in the case of CeO 2 and 12.5 mL in the case of ZnO) rather than DI water. 11 The concentrations of the resulting NP stock solutions were 0.4 mg L −1 (PVP capped CeO 2 or ZnO NPs).
Assessing NP impact on D. magna -EC 50 determination
The NP stock solutions were diluted with HH Combo media to various concentrations ranging between 0-0. 0.055 mg L −1 respectively (n = 3). Ionic controls were run in parallel using the metal nitrate salts since these were the precursor materials for the synthesis. These were carried out using an ionic metal concentration equivalent to that of the metal concentration comprising the NPs (n = 3). Negative controls, where daphnids were placed in fresh medium, had 100% survival.
NP stability in HH Combo medium
NP stability was determined at the EC 50 concentrations by measuring the zeta potential on a Malvern Zetasizer ZS. Results were obtained at 21°C following 2 minutes equilibration. Measurements were taken at time 0 and after 24 hours. 10 consecutive measurements were collected and averaged to calculate the zeta potential at the pH of the medium (pH = 7.4-7.8). Zeta potential is not a definitive indication of stability though it is a useful indicator. Stability was also assessed at 0 and 24 hours by DLS and by TEM.
Assessment of NP dissolution
A 24 hour solubility assay was performed using the approach of Avramescu et al. 35 The dissolution was performed at the 36 Samples were placed in a covered shaker incubator (SI-900R; JEIO TECH, S. Korea) for 12 hours at 100 rpm and then transferred to a second incubator (SI-600R, Jeio Tech; S. Korea) and left to stand for 12 hours without agitation. In both cases the temperature was kept at 20°C to simulate the growth conditions using during the D. magna uptake experiments. At the end of the 24 hours, samples were centrifuged in vivaspin tubes (3 kDa filter) for 1 hour at 5000 rpm. 2 mL of the filtered NP dispersion samples were diluted to 2% nitric acid. Three repeats for each time sample were analysed by ICP-OES to determine the metal content in the supernatant as explained in section 2.8.
NP uptake and removal by D. magna
The EC 10 concentrations were chosen to ensure a high percentage survival in order to assess NP uptake. Ten juveniles (1-7 days) were exposed to the EC 10 concentrations for 0, 0.5, 1, 6, 12 and 24 hours, following which an aliquot of the NP containing media was removed for determination of the remaining NP concentration by ICP-OES (explained in section 2.8). A control experiment to assess potential for NP loss to the vessel walls was performed at the EC 10 concentration in the exact same exposure vessels but without any D. magna. This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence.
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Concentrations of the test solutions were analysed at the exact same time points (0, 0.5, 1, 6, 12 and 24 hours).
Determination of concentration remaining in solution
following NP uptake by D. magna and the amount of NP dissolution at pH 4 and 7 0.250 μL of the NP dispersion samples extracted from the exposure solutions at the time points noted above were first digested overnight in 20% nitric acid. Following this the samples were diluted to 2% nitric acid. Three repeats for each time point were analysed. ICP-OES analysis was carried out using an Optima 8000 spectrometer. Calibration standards (0.01, 0.1, 0.5 and 1 ppm) were prepared in 2% nitric acid using TraceCERT® zinc and cerium standards obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. The concentration of each of the samples was measured by comparison to the concentration of the standards, with the 0.5 ppm standard used as the calibration quality control (QC). The supernatants from the dissolution experiments were analysed in a similar manner, without the need for the overnight digestion, since in this case only the dissolved metals passed through the centrifuge tube filters.
Assessing the effect of D. magna conditioning and NP incubation time on the EC 50
The same study described in section 2.4 was performed using the NPs incubated for 0, 12 or 24 hours in D. magna conditioned medium (medium exposed to 10 D. magna juveniles for 0, 12 or 24 hours followed by removal of the daphnids as described above) prior to presentation of the NPs to a new set of D. magna juveniles (1-7 days) (Fig. 1) . This was carried out in order to assess the impact of eco-corona formation and rearrangement on NP toxicity, as well as how incubation time affected NP stability and bioavailability to the D. magna juveniles.
Assessment of NP size (in HH Combo medium and conditioned medium)
NP size was measured after each conditioning/incubation time point at 21°C in HH Combo medium using a nano Zetasizer ZS (Malvern Instruments) with a red laser (633 nm). The autocorrelation function calculated the diffusion coefficient (D), which was converted to hydrodynamic radius (R H ) using the Stokes-Einstein equation R H = k B T/(6πηD), where η is the dynamic viscosity of the medium and k B T is the thermal energy. 10 consecutive measurements were collected and averaged. TEM imaging was carried out using a JEOL 1200 and JEOL 1400 TEM at an accelerating voltage of 80 kV.
Hard-corona isolation and identification of proteins by mass spectrometry
PVP capped ZnO and CeO 2 NPs were incubated for 0, 12 or 24 hours in 0, 12 or 24 hour conditioned medium. Following this, the hard-corona was isolated according to the method of Monopoli et al. 5 Briefly, NPs were centrifuged at 15 300g
for 15 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was removed and pellets were retained and suspended in 1 mL of phosphate buffered saline (PBS). This was repeated three times. Centrifugation removed firstly the free proteins then loose corona proteins. Pellet samples were digested by trypsin and separated by liquid chromatography (LC) prior to analysis for proteomics by mass spectrometry carried out by the Advanced Mass Spectrometry Facility at the University of Birmingham.
Statistics
Statistical significance was calculated using a standard Student's t-test. p values of 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001 were determined with *, ** and *** indicating representative significances in the data.
Results and discussion
3. (Fig. 2) . To assess whether toxicity was due to particulate influence rather than being an ionic effect, D. magna were exposed to the corresponding Ce 4+ and Zn 2+ concentrations from cerium nitrate and zinc nitrate salts (which are the respective NP synthesis precursors) in parallel control experiments. Results showed that the toxicity was NP specific, since 100% survival was observed with the ionic controls at all concentrations tested (Fig. 2) . Other groups have found EC 50 values for ionic controls that differ from the results obtained here, however these were for hydroxide, carbonate and sulfate salts and therefore cannot directly be compared due to different dissociation values. 37, 38 Both types of NPs were coated in 10k PVP and it was also determined that the coating (or any non-associated PVP molecules) was not responsible for the observed toxicity, as a PVP positive control was also exposed to D. magna using the higher concentration exposures corresponding to CeO 2 NPs, with any minor death being statistically insignificant (p > 0.05) (see Table S .7 in the ESI †).
Stability of NPs in HH Combo medium
The stability of the NPs in unconditioned HH Combo was studied by means of DLS. It should be noted that the DLS data are indicative of the size and are included to illustrate the trend in particle behaviour only, as the samples became far too polydisperse for reliable size identification using this technique. Size and zeta potential measurements, shown in Fig. 3 and Table 1 respectively, were taken at time 0 and after 24 hours exposure to the medium. Over this time CeO 2 NPs resulted in larger sized NPs indicating slight aggregation of NPs (Fig. 3a) . The HH Combo medium has a high salt content resulting in a high ionic strength medium. Since the PVP is a sterically stabilising polymer this high ionic strength medium only slightly affects NP stability. The ZnO NPs dispersed in the medium resulted in smaller sized NPs after 24 hours of exposure, possibly indicating partial dissolution of NPs (Fig. 3b) . Dissolution is a well-known characteristic of ZnO NPs which will be further discussed in section 3.3. Tables S.5 and S.6 in the ESI † provide further details of the characterisation of the NPs in the HH Combo medium at 0 and 24 hours, including TEM analysis of size.
Zeta potential values at time 0 are seen to be close to 0 mV. Despite this being the isoelectric point the NPs are still stabilised through steric stabilisation due to the PVP polymer capping. After 24 hours exposed to the medium the NPs show very slight changes to the zeta potential values, but not sufficient to disturb the steric stabilisation. 
Dissolution of NPs
The dissolution study aimed to analyse the dissolution behaviour of the NPs at EC 10 concentrations (0.116 mg L −1 for CeO 2 and 0.01366 mg L −1 for ZnO) in the conditioned and unconditioned media (pH 7.4) and mimicking the pH of the gut of the D. magna (pH 4). In the case of CeO 2 NPs at pH 7.4 there is negligible dissolution in both conditioned and unconditioned media (Fig. 4a) . This is complementary to our ionic control results (Fig. 2) where no toxicity was observed. At pH 4, which simulates the pH within the gut of the D. magna, there is around 40% Ce dissolution in both conditioned and unconditioned media. Though the dissolution is similar, the toxicity of these scenarios varies, as seen in Fig. 6 below (explained in section 3.5.1) with the CeO 2 NPs in the conditioned medium (24C 24I) having a lower toxicity than those in the unconditioned medium (0C 24I).
In the case of the ZnO NPs, dissolution occurred to a greater extent compared to CeO 2 NPs as expected given that it is well-known that ZnO NPs have a high dissolution potential. 39 The dissolution of ZnO NPs within the simulated gut environment (pH 4) was greater (50-60%) than in both conditioned and unconditioned medium at pH 7.4 ( Fig. 4b) where dissolution was ∼25%. This indicates a "Trojan Horse" effect whereby the ZnO NPs taken by the D. magna juveniles undergo dissolution within the D. magna gut leading to the observed toxicity of the NPs. The NPs in the medium have a lower dissolution than within the gut due to the difference in pH, leading to a lower observed toxicity towards the D. magna, as ions released externally are not taken up actively (as per the lack of toxicity observed with the ionic controls) whereas ions released in the gut are in direct contact with gut tissue. Once the NPs are consumed the lower pH of the gut would drastically increase dissolution and toxicity hence the "Trojan Horse" effect. The rate of dissolution at pH 4 was slightly greater for the conditioned (58%) compared to the unconditioned media (52%) as the proteins may be facilitating ion release.
Uptake of NPs by D. magna juveniles
The uptake of the CeO 2 and ZnO NPs by D. magna juveniles from the unconditioned HH Combo medium was assessed at 0, 0.5, 1, 6, 12 and 24 hours by analysing the change in metal concentration remaining in the unconditioned exposure medium (i.e. by subtraction of the amount at time, t, from the initial EC 10 concentration). This was done to investigate the uptake (and potential excretion) of NPs without any additional influencing factors. The EC 10 concentration was used to ensure a high survival percentage so that uptake could be monitored. These results can be seen in Fig. 5a and b for CeO 2 and ZnO NPs respectively. D. magna juveniles were exposed to 0.116 mg L −1 CeO 2 NPs (EC 10 concentration). D. magna juveniles were found to steadily take up CeO 2 NPs for the first 12 hours as shown by the decrease in the Ce concentration of the medium (corrected for the minor loss of CeO 2 NPs to the vessel at longer exposure times) (Fig. 5a ). After this, the concentration of Ce in the medium begins to increase again, indicating that the rate of NP excretion is faster than the rate of NP uptake. It is a well-established fact that D. magna decrease their grazing if they are already fed. 40 It has been found that NPs may become lodged within the gut, in proximity to the bush border, which appears to be causing the D. magna to feel full, resulting in reduced uptake over the subsequent period.
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The presence of CeO 2 NPs within their gut appears to decrease subsequent uptake of the CeO 2 NPs after 12 hours. It is well-known that D. magna require a food source to push out previously ingested material so that the amount remaining in the gut may be cleared in real environmental scenarios where food is present. At the same time, NPs can bind to a food source, incidentally increasing their uptake such that a food source acts as a modulator of both uptake and excretion.
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D. magna juveniles were exposed to 0.01366 mg L −1 ZnO NPs (equivalent to the EC 10 concentration). Living D. magna juveniles steadily take up Zn for the first 6 hours (Fig. 5b ) whereby then they have reached a full body burden (steadystate) and the rate of uptake is equal to the rate of excretion. D. magna juveniles appear to still be taking up Zn as well as excreting keeping a steady state concentration of Zn within them. This is different to what was seen for CeO 2 NPs as D. magna were only excreting after 12 hours. Once ZnO NPs were consumed they dissolved within the gut of the organism (section 3.3). At pH 7.4, which is the pH of the medium, the majority (75-80%) of the material taken up exists as NPs as seen from the dissolution results (Fig. 4b) . The juveniles continue to take up NPs as they are not feeling full. This can be shown by the fact that there are no statistically significant changes to the Zn concentration in the medium beyond 6 hours of exposure. During these 6 hours the concentration of Zn in the medium decreased by 0.010334 mg L −1 (c. 76%).
Effect of medium conditioning by D. magna and incubation time of NPs in the conditioned medium on D. magna survival
The OECD standard protocols for assessing chemical (including NP) toxicity towards D. magna investigates toxicity in medium containing no organic components. While this works for chemicals as there are less interactions with biomolecules, for NPs this is unsuitable, given the high surface area and surface energy of NPs, which drives them to interact strongly with available biomolecules. 5, 43 We have previously
shown that the presence of a secreted corona increased the toxicity of polystyrene NPs, by inducing some agglomeration and thus making the NPs a more attractive food source for the daphnids, 8 both as a result of being closer in size to the micron sized algae that daphnids graze on normally 44 as well as having an organic texture from the adsorbed biomolecules.
However, the role and effect of biomolecules secreted by organisms such as D. magna on NP stability, bioavailability and toxicity is still insufficiently understood, and the present work assesses whether the effects observed with polystyrene NPs are also observed with metal oxide NPs, and whether the adsorbed biomolecule corona enhances or delays the dissolution potential of the NPs. The effect of conditioning time (C) (the time where D. magna juveniles were allowed to secrete proteins into the surrounding medium) and incubation time (I) (time allowed for NPs to interact with the proteins present in the medium before then being exposed to new juvenile daphnids) on the toxicity of the NPs towards D. magna was investigated. This was done by comparing the percentage of daphnid survival from each scenario to the original EC 50 concentration for the respective NP (as determined previously from Fig. 2) with no conditioning or incubation steps (indicated by the red bars in Fig. 6 and 7 below) .
3.5.1 Effect of secreted corona on toxicity of CeO 2 NPs to D. magna. CeO 2 NPs incubated for either 12 or 24 hours in fresh medium (0 hours conditioning, so medium that is free of proteins) show no statistical changes in terms of toxicity compared to the control (no conditioning and immediate exposure) (Fig. 6 (comparing red bar to blue bars) ). This is complementary to the size results (Table 2 ). Table 2 indicates that for 0 hours conditioning and either 12 or 24 hours incubation (0C 12I and 0C 24I) there is no change in the primary peak size (c. 30 nm) when compared to 0 hours conditioning and 0 hours incubation (0C 0I). This indicates that in the case of the CeO 2 NPs, no change in size corresponds to no change in toxicity, as expected. Therefore the length of time CeO 2 NPs remain dispersed in HH Combo medium before being exposed to the daphnids does not induce any changes to the NPs in terms of their toxicity to D. magna (p > 0.05).
Incubation of the CeO 2 NPs for 0 hours (immediate exposure after dispersion) in either 12 or 24 hour conditioned medium (12C 0I and 24C 0I), also does not change the toxicity of the NPs towards D. magna. Again, there is no change in View Article Online size of the NPs, which remains at c. 30 nm suggesting that this may be too short a time period for proteins to bind to the NPs before the daphnids start filtering them, or that the proteins that bind to the NPs immediately have a stabilising effect on the NPs. For CeO 2 NPs incubated for 12 hours in 12 or 24 hour conditioned medium (12C 12I and 24C 12I, respectively), the toxicity of the NPs increases (both at p < 0.05 *) with % survival decreasing to 26.6% and 28.3% respectively. The NP size in the sample 12C 12I shows a large standard deviation (38.50 ± 22.95 nm) indicating a broad size distribution and that the proteins present in the medium had a longer time to interact with the NPs causing changes to their size distribution and toxicity. Furthermore, a maximum polydispersity index (PDI) of 1.00 ± 0.00 is seen indicating that the sample is significantly affected by the proteins present in the medium. A more polydisperse sample along with the shift to larger mean sizes implies the presence of agglomerates, which as proposed previously makes the NPs a more attractively sized food source for the D. magna. The 24C 12I scenario CeO 2 NPs show a similar trend to those of the 12C 12I scenario, wherein the NPs have a long time to interact with proteins. Once again, an increase in size with a large standard deviation and a high PDI value (0.918 ± 0.128) are apparent. A longer incubation time in conditioned medium leads to an even larger particle size, reaching almost micron size.
NPs that are incubated for a duration of 24 hours in 12 hour conditioned medium (12C 24I) also have an increase in their toxicity (p < 0.05 *) when compared to the original scenario (0C 0I). This is due to the increase in size observed (447.8 ± 419.4 nm) and the higher polydispersity (PDI = 0.67 ± 0.20). However the toxicity does not seem to change when compared to the 12C 12I scenario (still p < 0.05 *) indicating the length of incubation time is not influencing the toxicity once sufficient time has passed to allow corona formation and evolution to a stable configuration. 45, 46 Interestingly, CeO 2 NPs that are incubated for 24 hours, which is the longest incubation time, in the 24 hour conditioned medium (24C 24I) show decreased toxicity when compared to the original control (0C 0I). The size results show a significant decrease in size to a final diameter of 11.21 ± 3.60 nm. This is most likely due to the Vroman effect whereby the highest mobility and abundance proteins bind to the NP first (within the first 12 hours of incubation), these are later (between 12-24 hours) replaced by less motile proteins that have a higher affinity for the surface. 12, 47 These new proteins have a more stabilising effect on the NPs indicated by the smaller particle size. Based on our previous hypothesis, these smaller NPs represent a less attractive sized food source and thus are taken up less, leading to the significantly lower toxicity observed (p < 0.05 *) so that the survival is now 63% of the total exposed population. The highly dispersed CeO 2 NPs (24C 24I) are still taken up, but most likely in a passive fashion as part of the water filtration, and are probably passing effortlessly through the gut, compared to the agglomerated CeO 2 NPs (e.g. 12C 24I and 24C 12I) which require the peristaltic motion of the gut lumen microvilli to push them through the gut. 3.5.2 Effect of secreted corona on toxicity of ZnO NPs to D. magna. The 5 nm PVP capped ZnO NPs that had been incubated for 12 hours (0C 12I) showed no change in toxicity compared to the control (red bar in Fig. 7 ). However 24 hour incubation in unconditioned medium (0C 24I) resulted in a significant decrease in survival to 28% (p < 0.05 *). This shows that without proteins present, there is no change in ZnO NP toxicity up to 12 hours, though at longer wait times of 24 hours (before exposure) the ZnO NPs undergo a slight decrease in size due to dissolution which increases their toxicity slightly as seen in Fig. 4b . As incubation time of NPs in unconditioned medium increases to 24 hours the size of the NPs decreases. This affects toxicity (Table 3) and is most likely due to dissolution. The Zn ionic control (Fig. 2) showed no influence on toxicity up to the maximum concentration tested (0.1 mg L −1 ). However the ZnO NPs are probably a more attractive food source and are actively consumed compared to the ions (which are passively taken up). Following this a "Trojan Horse" effect is observed, whereby following uptake of the NPs by the D. magna juveniles, the NPs dissolve within the very acidic gut as seen in Fig. 4b , and hence influence toxicity. D. magna juveniles that were exposed to ZnO NPs that had been incubated for 0 hours (immediate exposure) in 12 hour conditioned medium (12C 0I) showed an increase in toxicity whereby the survival decreases to 33%. This is contrary to what was observed for the CeO 2 NPs in the same scenario and is indicative that this is a core effect highlighting the different behaviour and interactions of ZnO and CeO 2 NMs. The process of physical adsorption of proteins to NPs can happen immediately and only takes a few minutes 48 or it could take substantially longer depending on the chemistry of the NPs. The immediate incubation of ZnO in 12 hour conditioned medium (12C 0I) causes some agglomeration of the NPs, and increases their toxicity towards D. magna (p < 0.05 *) most probably as a result of enhanced uptake of larger sized entities. The increase in NP size (to 202.5 ± 39.90 nm as per Table 3 ) is due to the presence of the most abundant proteins binding to the NPs causing destabilisation. This most likely causes D. magna to take up the ZnO NPs to a higher degree and once within the gut the "Trojan horse" effect is observed as a result of the low pH-driven dissolution. Interestingly, there seems to be a rearrangement of proteins on the NP surface after 12 hours of incubation (12C 12I) as the toxicity of the NPs decreases to 43% survival compared to the 12C 0I scenario. This is a typical phenomenon governed by the previously noted Vroman effect, whereby proteins that are higher in abundance bind to the NP initially, and are later displaced by proteins which have a higher affinity for the NP. The size of the NPs is now measured to be 27.94 ± 3.73 nm (see Table 3 ). This may be a combined effect of NP dissolution as well as the rearrangement of different proteins on the surface. After 24 hours of incubation (12C 24I), the toxicity increases again (p < 0.05 *) indicating a possible reorganisation of proteins at the NP surface.
NPs that had been incubated for 0 hours (immediate exposure after dispersion) in 24 hour conditioned medium (24C 0I) showed no change to toxicity relative to the NPs in the unconditioned medium. The larger amount of proteins present in the medium compared to those secreted only after 12 hours of conditioning (12C 0I), appear to have had stabilising effects on the NPs, causing no changes to its toxicity. Previous studies indicate that neonates (1-3 days) release 435 μg mL −1 in 6 hours 8 and this increases to 470 μg mL −1 by 24 hours. After 12 hours of incubation in 24 hour conditioned medium (24C 12I), the toxicity of the NPs drastically increased and the percentage survival dropped to 11.6% (p, 0.01 **). NPs have had a longer duration of time to interact with the higher concentration of proteins present in the medium. This has been a sufficient time to cause changes to the NPs invoking an increase in their toxicity. The size of the NPs is very polydisperse and the PDI value is high (0.704 ± 0.214). This large size range is indicative of agglomeration which increases the NPs uptake into D. magna. Once consumed the NPs are prone to dissolution in the gut (as discussed in section 3.3). 40 A 24 hour incubation in 24 hour conditioned medium (24C 24I) also shows an increase in toxicity (p < 0.05 *).
Conclusion
On comparing CeO 2 and ZnO NPs of the same size (5 nm) and stabilised by the same capping agent (10k PVP), it was found that the PVP capped ZnO NPs were more toxic than the PVP capped CeO 2 NPs with EC 50 concentrations of 0.055 mg L −1 and 0.193 mg L −1 respectively, thus proving the original hypothesis that core chemistry is a driving factor of toxicity. Results showed that this toxicity was not a direct ionic effect since the ionic controls were not toxic, but was rather a particulate effect in both cases, although the specifics differ for the two particle types. Furthermore the PVP capping had no influence on toxicity. The effect of medium conditioning time and incubation time of NPs in this medium was also assessed in terms of their effect on the NPs' toxicity. Both conditioning and/or incubation time heavily impacted NP toxicity although the trends varied for ZnO and CeO 2 NPs, once again implying core chemistry as a leading factor in toxicity. Currently OCED protocols, which were originally designed for bulk materials, do not consider the presence of biomolecules and how this impacts NP stability and toxicity. NPs have a high absorption capacity where biomolecules bind to their surface creating an eco-corona. This eco-corona adds changes to the toxicity of the NPs, by changing the NP agglomeration behaviour, its dissolution behaviour, or other effects, and must be assessed as a standard aspect of NP toxicity testing.
It was seen that both NPs were taken up by D. magna for the first 12 hours. Behaviour differed based on the chemistry of the NPs. Either NPs became lodged within the bush border of the D. magna gut inhibiting further uptake, as in the case of CeO 2 NPs, or NPs were taken up and subsequently dissolved once within the gut due to the low pH in this microenvironment, thus exhibiting a "Trojan Horse" effect, as in the case of the ZnO NPs.
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